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Every year, AIMS (an interdenominational mission network of over 300 churches, agencies, institutions, and individuals) produces an index of opportunities for short-term cross-cultural ministry. Included is the name of the organization, the countries of ministry, the focus of the outreach, and the cost range. This catalog is helpful for families, churches, or individuals desiring information on short-term missions today.

OTHER MISSIONS

THE 10/40 WINDOW
Getting to the Core of the Core
(AD2000 and Beyond) $1 each

This is an eight-page information flyer with full-color glossy pages, beautiful pictures, and five statistical maps. You will find interesting facts about the area of the world called the "10/40 Window." I would encourage you to order this flyer early in your school year so you can use it during the 15th week of this curriculum.

THE UNFINISHED TASK
by Luis Bush
(AD2000 and Beyond) $1.00

This eight page pamphlet shows how the Gospel can be preached to every nation, tongue, and tribe. Because of accelerated outreach efforts the lost can be reached by the targeted year A.D. 2000.

52 WAYS TO TEACH MISSIONS
by Nancy Williamson
(Rainbow Books) $8.95

This book includes crafts, games, activities and outreachs. All are illustrated and each page can be copied for classroom use.

101 WAYS YOUR CHURCH CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
by Tony Campolo and Gordon Aeschliman
(Regal Books) $9.99

Your church can effectively change the world—by face-to-face contact with hurting people. There is more to ministry than television and stadium appearances. You and your church can impact the world with God’s love.

This book offers practical ways to influence those around you, including a thirteen-week lesson plan for a Sunday School class or small group.

52 FUN THINGS YOUR FAMILY CAN DO TOGETHER FOR MISSIONS
(International Christian Fellowship)
1-2 copies free, additional copies 20 cents each including postage

This collection of ideas is hand-typed and copied.

ETERNITY IN THEIR HEARTS
by Don Richardson
(Regal Books) $9.99

Eternity in Their Hearts gives examples of redemptive analogies—culturally understandable ways to share Christ—in over one hundred different remote cultures around the world. The author stresses that most tribal cultures have a belief in an all-powerful creator God, and he encourages missionaries to find these analogies and use them as doors into the different cultures.

FOCUS! THE POWER OF PEOPLE GROUP THINKING
A Practical Manual for Planning Effective Strategies to Reach the Unreached
by John D. Robb
(MARC) $10.95

This 100-page book is a great introduction to the concept of missions to unreached peoples. It is easy to
read and understand. You will learn how to develop a ministry strategy that will be relevant to a particular group of people, how to communicate the Gospel with greater effectiveness and impact, and why it is important to think in terms of "people groups."

**GOD’S NEW ENVOYS**

* A Bold Strategy for Penetrating Closed Countries
  by Tetsunao Yamamori
  (Multnomah Press) $7.99

Tetsunao Yamamori grew up in war-torn Japan, knowing physical and spiritual hunger. Today, he is the leader of one of the world’s more respected Christian relief and development agencies, “Food for the Hungry.” In this book, he emphasizes the need for missions within “closed” (to Christianity) and “unreached” countries, mixing evangelism with relief and development. He stresses the need for workers that are totally committed to the great task before us. He states, “I can think of no thrill to equal the magnificence of Christian witness in countries where witness means persecution, and sometimes death.”

**INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FRONTIER MISSIONS**

(Frontier Missions/U.S. Center for World Missions) $15/year or $5/issue

The *International Journal of Frontier Missions* promotes the serious investigation of frontier mission issues, including plans for world evangelization and reaching unreached peoples. For example, one particular issue deals with Buddhism and reaching the Buddhist world with the Gospel.

**MISSIONS MADE FUN FOR KIDS**

by Elizabeth Whitney Crisci
(Accent Publications, a division of David C. Cook) $13.99

Designed to teach kids from elementary grades through junior high, this book offers creative ideas for involving children.

**NEAR THE FAR BAMBOO**

*An Insightful Look at Cross-Cultural Clashes Through the Eyes of a Tentmaking Missionary*

by Martin St. Kilda
(Christian Publications) $9.99

Set in imaginary “Dhurgistan” (so named to protect the church there) this book is a “serious/humorous/insightful/penetrating look at missions through the not-so-rosy-tinted glasses of a tentmaking veterinarian missionary.” The author shares from three years experience in one of the world’s poorest countries. Included are topics such as leaving friends and relatives, communication problems, language study, dealing with local challenges, and living with your family in a foreign land (with details on child-rearing, pregnancy, and having a baby in a third-world country).

**THE NONRESIDENTIAL MISSIONARY**

* A New Strategy and the People it Serves
  by V. David Garrison
  (MARC) $13.99

In many locations around the world, living permanently in a highly restricted area is not always the best decision for a full-time missionary. This book explores a new concept in missions involvement. The nonresidential missionary is a career foreign missionary who is matched up with a single unevangelized population segment, but who lives somewhere other than in their midst. He surveys the situation, becomes fluent in the main language, and mobilizes every form of ministry to the group. The nonresidential missionary concentrates on initial evangelization, and eliminating gaps or duplications with other mission agencies."

This book explains this new strategy in world missions and includes a fold-out map of the major unevangelized population complexes. For twelve major unreached people group segments, there are additional detailed maps, statistics, and descriptions.
SERVING AS SENDERS
How to Care for Your Missionaries
by Neal Pirollo
(Emmaus Road, International) $8.00

There are many Christians who have a desire to be involved in world missions, yet who are called to stay at home. In this encouraging book, the author shares many practical suggestions on how those on the “home front” can be a vital part of fulfilling the Great Commission. Topics include caring for your missionaries while they are preparing to go, while they are on the field, and when they return home. Chapters include: The Need for Senders, Moral Support, Logistics Support, Financial Support, Prayer Support, Communication Support, Re-entry Support, and Your Part in the Big Picture. Also included is a group leader’s guide to help the reader use this material for a Bible study or Sunday School class. The book is highly recommended for every church, mission organization, and mission-oriented family. (Your missionaries would want you to read this one.)

TENTMAKERS SPEAK
by Don Hamilton
(Regal Books) $9.99

This book is full of encouragement for the potential tentmaker. It is filled with case studies and histories of current tentmakers who are sharing the hope of Jesus Christ with the people around them.

VACATIONS WITH A PURPOSE
by Chris Eaton and Kim Hurst
(David C. Cook Publishers) leader’s $18.95
team member’s $5.95

These practical hands-on guides to short-term missions comes as a leader’s and team member’s manuals. It helps prepare missions teams for cross-cultural experiences and provides useful tips on packing, travel, finance, departure, and return.

BIOGRAPHIES AND AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

BETHANY HOUSE BIOGRAPHIES
(God’s World Books) $4.95 each

These small well-written paperback books are on well-known men and women of faith (mostly missionaries).

All, the books are excellent reading for older children or adults. The following lists divide these biographies into two groups based on reading level.

Set #1 (6th grade-adult) 94-155 pages each:
Amy Carmichael (India), Corrie ten Boom (Holland),
Eric Liddell (China), Gladys Aylward (China) Hudson
Taylor (China), Jim Elliot (Ecuador), John & Betty Stam
(China), Samuel Morris (U.S.).

Set #2 (9th grade-adult) 125-205 pages each:
Borden of Yale (U.S.), Florence Nightingale (England),
Isobel Kuhn (China), Jonathan Goforth (China),
John Wesley (England), Mary Slessor (West Africa),
William Carey (India).
BRUCHKO
by Bruce Olsen
(YWAM Publishing)
$9.99

This is the autobiograp-
hy of Bruce Olsen, called
Bruchko by the remote In-
dians of Columbia. This out-
standing book shares
Olsen’s accounts of adven-
ture, hunger, discouragement, being shot by jungle
arrows, captured by gue-
rilla soldiers, and adapting
to a very different foreign culture. The theme is a life-
style of living by faith and learning how to present the
Gospel to people in a way that is culturally appropriate.

GOD’S SMUGGLER
by Brother Andrew
(Signet) $3.99

Recounting the daring
story of the founding of his in-
ternational ministry, Open
Doors, Brother Andrew shares
his missionary experiences
which include smuggling Bibles
into closed countries around
the world.

IS THAT REALLY YOU, GOD?
Hearing the Voice of God
by Loren Cunningham
(YWAM Publishing)
$7.99

This is an autobiography
of Loren Cunningham, who
shares the story of the found-
ing of Youth With A Mission
(YWAM).

It is also a training
manual on how to know
God’s will for your life and
how to hear God’s voice in
prayer, in His Word, and
through circumstances. This
is one of my favorite books.

CHRIST FOR THE NATIONS BOOKS
Men Who Changed the World series
$1.50 each; set of seven, $8.50
Children’s self-cover books, $0.95; w/cover, $1.95

The Men Who Changed the World Series consists of
seven volumes, (each approximately 4" x 8"). Titles in-
clude: Volume I: Francis, The Poor Man of Assisi; Volume
II: The Reformers—Wycliffe, Huss, Savonarola, Knox;
Volume III: Martin Luther, George Fox; Volume IV: John
Wesley, William Carey; Volume V: Charles G. Finney; Vol-
ume VI: George Muller, General Booth; and Volume VII:
D.L. Moody.

The children’s books available are: Our Home in
Heaven; Mutsu Finds the Way to Heaven; The Lord, The
Lion, and Mutsu; and Adventures of Timoteo. For children’s
missionary work, several Spanish titles are also avail-
able.

THE JAFFRAY COLLECTION OF
MISSIONARY PORTRAITS and
THE JUNIOR JAFFRAY COLLECTION

The Jaffray Collection of Missionary Portraits $7.99 each
The Junior Jaffray Collection $3.99 each
(Christian Publications)

Each of these paperback children’s books is approxi-
mately 4" x 8" and full of illustrations and mission sto-
ries.

The Junior Jaffray Collection is a condensed children’s
version of the adult Jaffray Collection of Missionary Por-
traits. These biographies focus on famous missionaries
(including some contemporary missionaries) of the Chris-
tian and Missionary Alliance. Two new titles are published each spring.

Titles available as of 1994 include:

Let My People Go (Dr. and Mrs. Robert Jaffray/China/Indonesia); Weak Thing in Moni Land (William and Grace Cutts/Irian Jaya); On Call (David Thompson, M.D./Gabon); To China and Back (Anthony and Evylen Bollback/China, Japan); Please Leave Your Shoes at the Door (Elmer and Corrine Sahlberg/Thailand); A Heart for Imbabura (Evelyn Rychner/Ecuador); Edge of Conflict (Harry and Mirian Taylor/Cambodia, Philippines, Lebanon); No Sacrifice Too Great (Earnest and Ruth Presswood/Indonesia); One Shall Chase a Thousand (Mabel Francis/Japan); The Promise (Edward and Virginia Jacober/India, Israel); Journey to Joy (Norman and Marie Ens/Cambodia, Thailand, France).
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**MISSIONARY STORIES FOR CHILDREN**
(Christian Publications) $4.99 each

Missionary Stories for Children are collections of real-life short stories (about nine per book) from around the world. Titles: Bare Beautiful Feet, A Happy Day for Ramona, The Potato Story, and The Pink and Green Church.

**MOODY BIOGRAPHIES**

Hudson Taylor’s Spiritual Secret $5.50
Gladys Aylward - The Little Woman $4.99
If I Perish $4.99
Amy Carmichael - Let the Little Children Come $4.25
Madame Guyon $12.99
Golden Oldies Series $4.99 each

Moody Press books are of excellent quality, which is why this company has been in existence for 100 years. Hudson Taylor’s Spiritual Secret is one of Moody’s best-sellers with more than 269,000 copies in print.

Gladys Aylward - The Little Woman tells the thrilling...
story of a young missionary in China struggling to reach the people she loves.

*If I Perish* recounts the remarkable true story of Christians suffering savage persecution in Korea during World War II.

*Amy Carmichael - Let the Little Children Come* shares the story of how Amy Carmichael saved children in India from Hindu temple prostitution.

*Madame Guyon* is an autobiography—written from a prison cell—of an amazing woman who loved God.

*The Golden Oldies* series contains seven different books, two of which are missionary biographies: *Adoniram Judson-America's First Foreign Missionary* and *David Livingstone-First to Cross Africa with the Gospel*.

**PEACE CHILD**
by Don Richardson
(Regal books) $9.99

This is the true missionary adventure of Don Richardson and his ministry to a cannibal jungle tribe in New Guinea. (See brief biography of Don Richardson in *Our Examples, Volume 1, Chapter 6*.)

**REVOLUTION IN WORLD MISSIONS**
by K.P. Yohannan
(Creation House) donation only

K.P. Yohannan was born in India. Today he is the president and founder of Gospel for Asia, a ministry which now support thousands of full-time national missionaries throughout Asia.

This is his personal testimony. His story is quite challenging and gives many practical reasons to support national missionaries.

**THE SAVAGE, MY KINSMAN**
by Elisabeth Elliot
(Servant Publications) $8.99

In *The Savage, My Kinsman*, Elisabeth Elliot shares her experiences with fellow missionary Rachael Saint, as they later returned to live and minister among the same Indians that massacred their relatives.

**THROUGH GATES OF SPLENDOR**
by Elisabeth Elliot
(Tyndale House Publishers) $4.99

*Through Gates of Splendor* recounts the Aua massacre that took the lives of five young missionaries in 1956, including the author’s husband, Jim Elliot.

**TRAILBLAZER SERIES**
(Bethany House Publishers)
$4.99 each


Titles available include: